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How good are support vector machines?
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Abstract

Support vector (SV) machines are useful tools to classify populations characterized by abrupt decreases in density functions. At least for
one class of Gaussian data model the SV classifier is not an optimal one according to a mean generalization error criterion. In real world
problems, we have neither Gaussian populations nor data with sharp linear boundaries. Thus, the SV (maximal margin) classifiers can lose
against other methods wheremore than a fixed number of supporting vectors contribute in determining the final weightsof the classification
and prediction rules. A good alternative to the linear SV machine is a specially trained and optimally stopped SLP in a transformed feature
space obtained after decorrelating and scaling the multivariate data.q 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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A popular criterion used to design classification and
prediction rules is the mean square error (mse). A Fisher
standard linear discriminant function (DF) and a standard
mse regression are typical examples. One alternative isthe
support vector approachwhich was originally proposed by
Glucksman (1966) and later developed and popularized by a
number of authors. In a minimax regression, we minimize
the maximal distance of the training-set vectors from a
prediction hypersurface. In a maximal margin classifier,
we maximize the minimal distance of the training-set
vectors from a discriminating hypersurface. In both cases,
only a fixed (usually small) number of training-set vectors
determine the parameters of the decision rule. Therefore,
often this rule is called a support vector (SV) machine.
Because in this approach no probability density is estimated,
it becomes highly insensitive to the curse of dimensionality.
In spite of the fact that for any data model it was never
proved that the SV machine is optimal according to the
generalization error criterion, some authors consider the
support vector approach as “an optimal” (p. 127 of Vapnik
1995), and “very promising” (Tax, de Ridder & Duin,
1997). In this note, we will discuss some advantages and
drawbacks of the classical SV approach (the maximal
margin classifier) earlier not discussed in the literature.

A theory of statistical decision functions is almost the
only one technique which allows us to designrigorously
optimal decision rules. In classification, a probability of
misclassification (a generalization error) is the most popular
criterion used to define the optimality. Letf �xupi� be a

conditional probability density function andqi be a class
prior probability of a vectorx to be classified. Then the
optimal classification rule will use DF g�x� �
log�q1 f �xup1�=q2 f �xup2�� to classify vectorx into classes
p1 andp2. While solving real world problems the densities
f �xup1� andf �xup2� are unknown. In a parametric approach
to design the classifier, some assumptions concerning the
functional forms off �xup1�; f �xup2� are made, and the densi-
ties are expressed as functions of unknown parameters, i.e.
f �xupi� � f �xuQ;pi�; whereu is a vector of the parameters.
In a standard linear Fisher classifier,f �xuQ;pi� is a multi-
variate Gaussian density,Q is composed from the covar-
iance matrix (CM) and the mean vectors. In the Fisher
classifier, we use traditional maximum likelihood estimates
of CM and the mean vectors. Such a rule is called a plug-in
one, and its optimality is proven only for some particular
cases. If CM is proportional to an identity matrix we do not
need to estimate it. Then we have an Euclidean distance
(nearest means) classifier (EDC). To design EDC we should
use only sample maximum likelihood estimates of the mean
vectors. In a Bayes approach to design the optimal classifi-
cation rules, the vectorQ is supposed to be a random one.
Thus, in the Bayes approach, we formulate an optimality of
DF only for an entity of problemsdefined by a prior distri-
bution of vectorQ. Abramson and Braverman (1962) have
shown that for spherical Gaussian vectorsx and spherical
Gaussian prior densities of the mean vectors, the optimal
decision rule which minimizes the mean generalization
error is EDC. Serdobolskij (1983) extended this result and
presented more rigorous proof. Thus, for an entity of clas-
sification problems defined by the Gaussian prior distribu-
tion of a difference in the mean vectors, EDC is optimal and
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no other classification rule will perform better. This conclu-
sion is valid also for the SV classifiers. Therefore, at least
for one class of theoretical data model we can declare: “the
SV classifier is not the best machine according to the mean
generalization error criterion”.

The relative performance of the SV classifier is much
easier to comprehend if we remember thatthe SV machine
can be obtained in a gradient (BP) training of the non-linear
single layer perceptrons (SLP). It was shown (Raudys,
1998) that under special training conditions while training
SLP one can obtain EDC just after the first iteration, move
further towards a regularized discriminant analysis (DA), to
the Fisher classifier, the robust DA and when the training-set
error is zero, move towards the SV (maximum margin)
classifier. In our experiments, we shifted the training set
mean vector into a center of co-ordinates, used the standard
sum of squares cost function with the sigmoid activation
function and targets either zero or one. For training we
applied the total gradient descent training procedure with
zero initial weight vector, and in order to obtain the maxi-
mal margin quickly, we gradually increased the learning-
steph according to a ruleh � h0 × �1 1 e�t; where t is a
current iteration number ande (is a small positive constant
(Raudys, 1998). In addition, much smaller generalization
errors can be obtained if prior to training we use a liner
data transformationY � D21=2Tx; whereT andD are eigen-
vectors and eigenvalues of the pooled and regularized
sample estimate of the covariance matrix (Raudys, 2000).

In principle, it is possible to construct artificial data with
sharp linear boundaries of the classes where the SV classi-
fier would be an optimal classifier design strategy according
to the generalization error criterion. For an entity of spheric-
ally Gaussian pattern classes defined by the spherically
Gaussian prior distributions of the difference in the mean
vectors, the SV classifier is not the best choice—theory
shows that here EDC is the best decision rule.

In real world problems, we have neither Gaussian popu-
lations nor data with sharp linear boundaries. Below we
presenta characteristic examplewith real world data and
demonstrate that while training the SLP classifier we obtain
a number of different statistical rules involving the support
vector rule. The SLP classifier was used to solve the vowel
classification problem: two pattern classes, 20 speakers, 28
spectral and cepstral features, the learning-set sizeN �
201 20; the test-set sizen� 800: Fig. 1 shows the general-
ization errorPN versus the number of iterations (right), and
versus the margin (left) in an original feature space (FS)—
curves 1, and in the transformed FS—curves 2�h0 � 0:001;
e � 0:03�: After the first iteration we obtain EDC, then the
robust regularized DA, and after 110,000 iterations we have
nine support vectors approximately equidistant from the SV
hyperplane. In order to approach the maximal margin
closely, we need a large number of iterations. Training in
the transformed FS is better than in the original FS. Exces-
sive growth in the margin width increases the generalization
errors. The minimal generalization error is obtained much
before we have the SV classifier.

While analyzing the effectiveness of the data transforma-
tion strategies (see e.g. Raudys (2000)), we performed
several thousandsof training experiments with a dozen
18–166-variate real world data sets, various data rotation
and scaling methods, learning-set sizes, and different small,
randomly chosen learning-sets. In almost all experiments,
we observedan increase in the margin width and overtrain-
ing. Several dozens of exceptions constituted cases with
non-zero empirical error, or when the comparatively small
number of iterations and a fixed size of the learning-rate
parameter did not allow the perceptron to move sufficiently
close to maximally possible margins. It means that in many
practical situations the non-linear SLP can outperform the
SV machine. For this we need to transform data and to have
a validation set in order to determine the optimal number of
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Fig. 1. Use of SLP to classify the vowel data: the generalization errorPN versus the number of iterations and versus the margin in the original (graphs 1) and
transformed (graphs 2) feature spaces.



iterations. The SV machine is a unique solution and does not
require the validation set. Similar conclusions are valid for
the regression obtained by SLP with a special cost function.
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